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Job-Ready Professionals:
• Demonstrate advanced technical skills
• Exhibit mastery of professional vocabulary
• Establish clear positions & visions
• Communicate fluently
• Learn from & leverage diversity
• Perform with predictable quality
• Work productively in teams, empower co-workers
• Solve complex problems
• Build trust and honor commitments

CREATING JOB-READY PROFESSIONALS



Traditional Approach
Focus: Convey knowledge of enduring value

Operations: Lecture, notes, homework, tests, grades
Products: Knowledge, transcripts

Advanced Learning Experience Approach
Focus: Ensure students are able to perform 

Operations: Immerse
Mentor
Practice
Assess
Reflect
Team

Products: Knowledge, transcripts
Competency
Portfolio of Professional Quality Deliverables

EXPERIENCE DIFFERENTIATION



CREATING JOB-READY PROFESSIONALS

Spectrum of Professional Awareness

Knowledge Skills Behaviors Contexts



The Journey
CSTaR, Andersen Consulting (Accenture Labs)
Institute for the Learning Sciences, Northwestern 
University
Carnegie Mellon University – Silicon Valley Campus
XTOL (Corporate Education)
Aspen University (Distance Education)
Advance Learning Experiences (Education experience

aggregation and production)

Findings
The best way to learn is by doing; by performing 
authentic work in the context of realistic tasks
The best way to teach is through one-on-one 
mentorships

BACKGROUND AND CONTEXT



PROGRAM FORMAT

Story-Centered Curricula
• The work is situated in a realistic “story” of 

professional practice – the work situation to which 
students aspire

• Students receive feedback on interim deliverables 
and then iterate to achieve skill mastery

• Students reflect on lessons learned from their 
experiences, then they go on to the next “scene” in 
the story, which links to and builds on what they 
have done

• Story-Centered Curricula has proven highly 
effective in skill-building programs, developed with 
industry pioneers



Story-Centered Curricula
• Faculty mentors enhance the experience with one-

to-one coaching that nurtures excellence

• Strong emphasis is placed on skills that reach 
beyond technical expertise such as
– Principled decision making,
– Teamwork,
– Verbal and written communication,
– Negotiation, and
– Self-directed learning

• Students build a portfolio of professional-quality 
work to demonstrate competency

PROGRAM FORMAT



PROGRAM IN ACTION
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ADVANCED LEARNING EXPERIENCES

Programs:

• Data Analytics – Big Data
• Software Application Development (Full Stack)

• Cyber Security
• Entrepreneurship
• Others



DATA ANALYTICS – DEMAND

According to the McKinsey Global Institute: 
The U.S. alone faces a shortage of 140,000 
to 190,000 people with analytical expertise 
and 1.5 million managers with the skills to 
make decisions based on the analysis of big 
data.

There are jobs in marketing, finance, 
insurance, medicine, engineering, energy, 
transportation, agriculture, manufacturing 
… every sector of the economy!

In 2015, Forbes reported an average salary 
of $104,850 for people with big data 
expertise.

http://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/business-technology/our-insights/big-data-the-next-frontier-for-innovation
http://www.forbes.com/sites/louiscolumbus/2015/06/25/where-big-data-jobs-are-in-2015-midyear-update/#96f1cdc431a0


DATA ANALYTICS – LEARNING OUTCOMES

Upon successful completion of this program, the 
students will be able to:
• Acquire, process, and analyze massively large 

data sets
• Identify problems where data analytics 

supports business decision-making
• Translate business objectives into data mining 

opportunities
• Install, run and apply statistical machine 

learning tools and techniques
• Use cloud-based data mining methods
• Explore, discover, exploit intricate data 

patterns
• Develop predictive models
• Draw inferences and make informed decisions,
• Present complex findings
• Answer questions of significant value



DATA ANALYTICS – CERTIFICATE

Modules weeks* credits
Understanding Customers 8 3.0
Customer Preferences and Strategies 8 3.0
Big Data: Web Mining 16 6.0
Deep Analytics and Visualization 12 4.5
Capstone Data Project 8 3.0

52 19.5
* Standard schedule requires 15 hours per week of learner’s time.

Tools
WEKA (Machine-Learning and Data mining)
R; R Studio (Extensible statistical computing and graphics)
Amazon Web Services  (Cloud computing services)
Hadoop (Distributed computing, data storage)
MapReduce (Parallel processing and analysis of large data sets)
WWW Common Crawl  (Access to web data)



SOFTWARE APP DEV – DEMAND

Employment of software developers is 
projected to grow 17 percent from 2014 to 
2024
Much faster than the average for all 
occupations.
The main reason for the rapid growth is a 
large increase in the demand for computer 
software.
The need for new applications on mobile 
devices and tablets will help increase the 
demand for application software developers

Bureau of Labor Statistics
Occupational Outlook Handbook
https://www.bls.gov/ooh/computer-and-information-
technology/software-developers.htm#tab-6

https://www.bls.gov/ooh/computer-and-information-technology/software-developers.htm#tab-6


SOFTWARE APP DEV – LEARNING OUTCOMES

Upon successful completion, the students will be able to build:

• Responsive mobile-friendly web pages & 
smart device interfaces.

• Interactive front-end applications for 
web & mobile deployment.

• Back-end web services & data 
repositories.

• Native mobile applications for 
smartphones.

As a student in this program you can enjoy learning new cutting-
edge skills with the confidence that comes from knowing you will 
enter the marketplace “job-ready” with a commercial quality 
portfolio of completed projects. 



SOFTWARE APP DEV – CERTIFICATE

Modules weeks credits
Intro to Website Development 5 2.0
Intro to JavaScript 5 2.0
Mobile Web Application Development 8 3.0
Java 1 10 4.0
Java 2 10 4.0
Native Mobile App Development 8 3.0

46             18.0
* Standard schedule requires 15 hours per week of learner’s time.

Tools
HTML (standard language for web pages)
CSS (visual presentation language)
JavaScript (scripting language of the www)
Java (general-purpose programming language)
JSON (browser/server communication)
jQuery (cross-platform client-side scripting)
Apache Cordova (mobile app development )



WHAT STUDENTS ARE SAYING

“I've started a new job a few weeks ago (in data analytics!);  I am happy I got to 
learn Weka and R (I actually talked about this in my interview).  I appreciate all of 
your help and guidance throughout this course …”

“So far the course has been great.  [I’ve received] a great amount of assistance 
via piazza, email, and our join.me sessions.  I had no background in coding of any 
kind and now I'm starting to learn Python and SQL and R, and it's awesome.  
Never thought I would be able to do that. I think with the fact that everything in 
the course is completely new to me, it has been run really well.  There were a few 
bumps in the road, but I was able to get past them with your assistance and some 
research.  Love the material and I'm loving data science.”

“The program provides students with a solid step-by-step course.  The program 
provides a mentor to guide and help you with work every week.  Also, there are 
other students in the course who you can interact with to figure out problems.  
There are millions of courses online you can take but none provide the perks that 
this program comes with!“

“Thank you for everything, Ben.  You've been a great teacher and an even better 
mentor.  Loved the course.  I just landed a new job and I’m very happy about it!”



PROGRAM DESIGN IMPACT

Total Graduates:
• Over 700 graduates from CMU - Silicon Valley (Software Engineering and 

Software Management programs)
• Over 500 graduates from sister program in eBusiness  at CMU in Pittsburgh
• 100’s more took individual courses

Alumni Survey Results for Programs run through CMU-SV (2010)
Believe program gave them competitive advantage relative to peers 93%

Promoted during the program 45%

Promoted after the program 74%

Changed jobs either within their company or at a new company 69%

Include one or more soft skills among top three things learned 74%

Would recommend to a friend or colleague 97%

Completed and graduated from Program 98%



STARTERS

Prerequisites:
• At least one year of work experience

(no need to be technical work experience)

• High level of computer literacy
• Familiarity with Windows, Mac, or Linux operating system, 

specifically:
– Creating and managing folders within folders
– Creating and extracting files from zip archives
– Elementary administrative tasks (installing software w/ admin. privileges)
– Basic familiarity with Microsoft Office or an equivalent

Computer requirements:
• Modern laptop or desktop computer
• High-speed internet connection



REGISTRATION

Apply at:
setonhill.edu/applycerts



COSTS & PAYMENTS

Program Cost: $9,000
Data Analytics (19.5 Semester Credits)
Software Application Development (18 Semester 
Credits)

A convenient payment plan is available.



CONTACT US

For Data Analytics visit:
setonhill.edu/data

For Software Application Development visit:
setonhill.edu/softwaredev

Or contact the Office of Graduate & Adult Studies:
(724) 838-4208
gadmit@setonhill.edu

http://www.setonhill.edu/data
http://www.setonhill.edu/softwaerdev
mailto:gadmit@setonhill.edu
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